Frederik Sehroyens

Computerising the Repertory

The history of ECH begins in 1990. The first types of homeopathie software were ereated
in the early eighties, most of ten based on Kent's repertory, while the first digital version
of Synthesis was released in 1987. The computerisation of the repertory was the start of a
revolution th at really took off as these programs matured and started to offer innovative
possibilities. This article will review some of these innovations to whieh many ECH members eontributed. Eaeh digital realisation will be set against the paper repertory beeause
one tends to forget the distanee travelled in these 25 years.

Repertorising symptoms
James Tyler Kent (1849-1976)
Following the healing of his seriously ill wife by
a horneopath,
the Arnerican physieian James
Tyler Kent explored this type of medici ne in
great detail. Soon afterwards he published articles, held leetures and beeame the editor of a
homeopathie journal and an international figure with great impact on horneopathy weil into
the second hall of the 20th eentu ry.
With the publieation of 'A Repertory of Homeopathie Materia Medica' in 1897, he set a milestone for arepertory th at was to be the most
frequently used for a long time. Although other
repertories had been available before, Kent's
work of relerenee ultimately paved the way lor
the art of repertorisation. This means that, once
apatient's symptoms are identified, they will be
searehed in the relevant rubries of the repertory to find the appropriate medicine.

Kent: unIe ss tricks were used (e.g. limiting choices
toa small rubric to start), a constitutional
as programs

improved

to 2S symptoms

diminished

ean be repertorised

grew faster,

an average list of 10
from several minutes

to less than a second. Now, hundreds

of symptoms

in a few se con ds.

Extracting a remedy
Kent: it took 12-24 hours of typewriting
te an extraction

to crea-

of a remedy, leafing through

eaeh

page of the book. - 2015: a remedy ean be extracean be fine-tuned,
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repertori-

sation on a paper grid took 20-40 minutes. - 2015:

in seconds. Sueh extraction

e.g. to show al! rubrics

where

the remedy is alone. Comparative
differentiate

extractions

two or more remedies

ry. This generates

a pertinent

help

in the reperto-

set of differentiating

most recent version of the Complete Repertory
2011) contains

2,285,238

(CR

remedy occurrences

on

2,489 remedies.

questions,

Sou ree referencing

Teehnologieal developments have resulted in
knowledge on homeopathie medieinal produets bei ng aeeessed
mueh faster than ever
before.

Super repertories
Kent did not mention
Kent contained

694 remedies.

446,000

remedy

- 2015: it became

medies and symptoms

cccurrences

easy to add re-

to a database

sed and easily retrievable

in an organi-

way. Teams collaborated

on the same data which led to the creation
original

super

repertories.

times the information
van Zandvoort
te Repertory;

These contain

Roger

created the Comple-

is the work of our team.

Synthesis 7 (1997) was the first repertory
information

of two
several

of Kent's repertory.

(Netherlands)
Synthesis

on

sourees

2015: the work was undertaken

in his repertory.

-

to reference every

remedy in every rubric to a souree. by preferenee.
the precise bibliographical
Medica or the repertory

reference ofthe Materia
cited. Instead of referenci-

ng to Clarke JH in general. we refer to the precise
book by Clarke in which this information
found. Several souree references

can be

can be added to

the same remedy in a given rubric, indicating
instanee clinical confirmation

for

ofthat remedy.

to offer

on more than 2,000 substances.

The
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Quoting the sou ree information

Repertory views

Kent did not include quotes from any souree infor-

Kent offered only one set list of remedies

mation. - 2015: the souree references

brie. - 2015: some homeopaths

to the detailed

souree information.

became links
A click on the

see, nor use the additions

of certain (contempora-

author reference shows the full Materia Medica text

ry) authors.

or the precise rubric in the souree repertory.

is given to the user. A repertory

The

lnstead

per ru-

do not want to

of deciding for all, the choice
view displays the

first bulk of that work was released with Synthesis

rubrics, selecting

9.1 (2004). It contained

sourees that the user desires. The 'classica! reper-

including

souree

448,000 author references

information.

souree information

When printed,

this

alone would am ou nt to 21,480

remedies

based on authors

tory view' shows on!y those remedies

and

authorised

by classica! authors, including their publications

up

pages, using courier font 10. Carl Rudolf Klinken-

to 1916. Synthesis

berg (Germany)

views, ranging from 3 to 655 sources. In addition,

is compiling

the 'New Repertory,

8 (2001) offered ten repertory

where he is linking each remedy to the text of the

every us er had the possibility to create his/her

original author in the originallanguage.

repertory

views, selecting their preferred

With the repertory

views, one repertory

own

sources.
became

Repertory of Samuel
Hahnemann.
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/

thousands

of pos si bIe repertories

as all those sour-

ces could be (de )selected in any combination.

ofvalues

(e.g. sum ofsymptoms).

plex mathematical
ting homeopathie
Lex Rutten

Word and conceptual access
Kent included referring rubrics, an empty rubric referring to the rubric with remedies.

Cross-referen-

thinking.

with the SPF (Samuel

Factor) promoting

ler rubrics. An all-inclusive
(Vithoulkas

remedies

Expert System),

balancing

rules to come to the most probable

Boolean

like a chess computer

searches

(including

operators

as

calculating

'and' and 'or'] facilitate finding hidden rubrics and

2011, VithoulkasCompass

listing related rubrics. Concepts still offer another

'brain' to assist repertorisation,

access to symptoms.

network of thousands

A concept is a group of symp-

toms that belong together, like cross-references.
addition, concepts can be structured

dozens

of

remedy, much

its best move. In

(Greece)

engineered

a

including a neural

of successful cases.

In

hierarchically

to guide the user to a group of symptoms.

of smal-

was the YES

approach

cing also helped to find the correct rubric. - 2015:
word

reflec-

Probably the first was

(Netherlands)

Ponderation

Later, more com-

formulas were invented,

Miasmatic analysis

An ex-

ample created by Ademar Valadares Fonseca (Bra-

Kent did not attach any miasmatic

zil): the delusions

2015: repertory

can be divided into four groups:

related to himself, to people, to the environment

or

symptoms

information.

are labelled

or more miasms. In the subsequent

-

with one

repertorisation

to the senses. Each group is again divided into sub-

it is possible to limit the result to one miasm, high-

groups unti! a relevant group of symptoms is found.

lighting

So far, 13 authors

such as Ernesto

have used this technology

prove access to repertory

to im-

information.

for example

the psoric

Giampietro

remedy. Authors

(Argentina)

and Pro-

ceso Ortega Sanchez (Mexico) have fine-tuned

this

approach.

Additional

repertory information
Updating and exchanging information

Kent offered only symptoms
a great amount

and remedies. - 2015:

of additional

red into the repertory.

information

Symptoms

is ente-

get explanatory

symptom

notes by different authors;

keynotes

and substance

descriptions.

remedies

get

Multimedia

Kent updated

the information

he collected

only

with each new printed edition. - 2015: there is no
need to wait for the next release

of the software

version because ofthe log files. All additions

a user

(sound, picture and video) are added to illustrate

makes are logged in a log file, which can easily be

symptoms

se nt to any other user to be integrated

and remedies.

computerised

Other analysis methods

exchange

repertory.

of information.

New provings

and per-

sonal clinical experiences

can be shared

between

Kent included no analysis method. - 2015: in the

users and later on integrated

beginning,

official version.

repertorisation

was a simple addition

in his/her

This allows quick and free

into the upcoming
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No more language barriers

click. Browse the internet

Kent was printed

Google, Google Images or Wikipedia.

mation on remedies,
were separate

only in English. Translations

books, totally disconnected.

the Complete Repertory
been translated
translations

into other

languages

le with English. With RadarOpus
has become one database

have

with more

ongoing. These other languages

better access for many homeopaths

connected.

- 2015:

as weil as Synthesis

allow

number

symptoms

of databases

information
necessary

to find additional

infor-

or diseases

using

Conneet to a

to find provings,

taxonomy

or to consult digital libraries.
for the us er to leave the repertory

It is not
for any

of these operations.

less comfortab(2011), Synthesis

where all languages

Hand-held devices integrated

are

It is possible to display a second and a

2015: the repertory

can be consulted on smartpho-

third language. A teacher can teach and use French

nes and tablets, making it easier to use thern out of

symptoms

the office. The Synthesis App (2014) can send the

and, at the same time, Italian and/or

German translations
advantage

are displayed. The additional

of one multilingual

several separate

repertories

repertory

instead of

is that additions

Brazilian user are immediately

by a

repertory

analysis to the user's main repertorisati-

on program where it can be edited, saved to a patient file or printed.

usabie in all other

languages.

Online repertories
2015: different providers

Naturallanguage

Wherever
Kent contained

only standardised

repertory

lan-

hts/her

sym-

guage. - 2015: the patient expresses
ptoms in naturallanguage.
added

natural

language

Luc De Schepper
to the repertory

one can search for the patient's
the related
zerland)

repertory

expression

symptom.

(USA)

online.

one can use this reper-

tory. There is no need to carry anything.

Families

so th at
and find

Marc Bär (Swit-

did the same for veterinary

offer arepertory

there is internet,

symptoms,

linking them to human rubrics. The Dynamic Case

Kent did not mention
repertory.
related

family information

in his

- 2015: a family is a group of remedies

to each other. There are many groupings

following science and following different teachers.

Taker (Sherr, England) and WinCHIP (Rezzani, Ita-

Synthesis TE 2009 includes 5,513 families that can

Iy) semi-autornatically

be used to limit an analysis (e.g. only show solana-

into suggested

convert patient's

symptoms

rubrics.

ceae). The result of repertorisation

can be families

instead of remedies. To find the qualities of a family,

Internet integrated
2015: the repertory
a number
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is connected

a family-oriented
to the internet

in

of ways. An analysis is mailed with one

query can be launched while ext-

racting symptoms

from the repertory.

find all symptoms

that are typical of a family (they

should contain

For example:

more than 25% family members)

and exclude small rubrics
remedies).

(should be more than 3

Wizards

Families can be added to certain rubrics

as jeremy Sherr (England)

did in his 'Repertory

of

Mental Qualities'.

2015: a wizard guides the homeopath
through the repertorisation
les: the Bönninghausen

Allowing different structures

calisations,
Schepper

Kent elaborated

the very successful

'heat! to toes' Kentian structure.

and practical

Robin Murphy

were

(USA) restructured

Kentian repertory

data into an alphabetical

More recently, the more genera-

Boger-Bönninghausen

has been integrated
repertory

dependently,
Repertory

repertory

structure

but in synchronicity,

in the Complete

as weil as in Synthesis. It allows the user
symptoms

so that symptoms

same modalities

are together

during

whether

menses,

Research tooi
Kent had no link to patient
not least, the repertory
torisation

data. - 2015: last but

has become a research tooi,

a link with the patient file. Reper-

can be linked to apatient's

Any information

can be entered

with the

(e.g. pain in the eyes

that pain is burning

or

pressing).

sease, age, sex, family history and, most of all, evaluation ofthe prescription.
From that bigger database
be retrieved,

combining

male pulsatilla patients,

all prescriptions

is added, this information

back to the repertory

only present

in subrubrics

rubric. - 2015: remedies
related

superrubrics

remedies

as they are

and not in the main
have been copied to the

so that more information

readily available. For example: 23 remedies
subrubrics

is

of the

of 'Mind - [ealous' have been copied to

the superrubric

'[ealous'

of baryta

weil to improve the repertory
Van Wassenhoven
nical verification

can be fed

to make it more efficient and

clinically verified. Several authors
many hidden

can

entered

per age group, etc. If the success of the

prescription

Copying remedies to superrubrics

a lot of information
the information

in the various fields. For example: show all cured
carbonica

Kent contains

consultation.

there such as di-

and Kentian

for the same analysis. The pain rubrics

have been restructured

the case

from the chief complaint to the core del us ion.

mostly through

This work has been done in-

to select typical generalised
symptoms

order

into the more detailed Kentian

information.

The Luc De

the

with 72 chapters.
lised

and modalities.

(USA) helps analysing

- 2015: as it be-

came easy to move the data, other structures
proposed.

process. Some exarnp-

module asks to look for 10-

sensations
module

step-by-step

are progressing

in this way such as

(Belgium) with his first line clistudies, Lex Rutten (Netherlands)

with the Likelihood Ratio, George Vithoulkas (Greece) with his Confirmed Repertory

and Carlo Rezza-

ni (Italy) with CliFiCol. For all these 3 times 7 reasons, the concept ofthe repertory

is alive and well,

and the vision

than ever before

is more promising

so that many may join or at least conneet their original work for the advancement

of homeopathy.
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